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Abstract
The hybrid χ (Chi) formalism is suited to modeling, simulation and verification of hybrid systems. It
integrates concepts from dynamics and control theory with concepts from computer science, in particular
from process algebra and hybrid automata. In this paper, we first provide an overview of χ. Then, the
χ formalism is related to other formalisms by means of translation schemes: a translation scheme from
continuous-time PWA systems to χ, a translation scheme from discrete-time PWA systems to χ, and a
translation scheme from hybrid automata to χ. In order to be able to use existing model checkers that use
hybrid automata like input languages, we developed and implemented a translation scheme from a subset of
χ to hybrid automata. To illustrate this approach, a case study has been performed: a water level monitor
has been modeled using χ. Using the implemented translation scheme from χ to hybrid automata, we
obtain a hybrid automata model for the water level monitor. From this model, code that can be used as
input for the model checker PHAVer is generated.
Keywords: hybrid systems, hybrid automata, PWA systems, modelling, simulation, verification.
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Introduction

Hybrid systems related research is based on two, originally different, world views:
on the one hand the dynamics and control (DC) world view, and on the other hand
the computer science (CS) world view.
The DC world view is that of a predominantly continuous-time system, which
is modeled by means of differential (algebraic) equations, or by means of a set
of trajectories. Hybrid phenomena are modeled by means of discontinuous functions and/or switched equation systems. The evolution of a hybrid system in the
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continuous-time domain is considered as a set of piecewise continuous functions of
time (one for each variable).
Analysis and synthesis of hybrid systems in the DC domain are done, among
others, by means of piecewise affine (PWA) systems, mixed logic dynamical (MLD)
systems or linear complementarity (LC) systems, see [22] for an overview relating
these different classes. A different framework to consider hybrid systems are differential (algebraic) equations with discontinuous right-hand sides, the semantics of
which can be defined using differential inclusions. Such differential inclusions allow
modeling of relays, valves or any kind of on/off switching elements at a high level
of abstraction in control systems with so-called sliding modes [17,46].
The CS world view is that of a predominantly discrete-event system. A wellknown model is a (hybrid) automaton, but modeling of discrete-event systems is also
based on, among others, process algebras, Petri nets, and data flow languages. For
modeling and analysis of hybrid phenomena, discrete-event formalisms are extended
in different ways with some form of differential (algebraic) equations. The most
influential hybrid system model is that of a hybrid automaton such as defined in
[35,1,3,24,44,31,30]. An essential difference between such a hybrid automaton and
a DC hybrid system model is that where in the DC hybrid system model there are
no actions, in the hybrid automaton, discontinuities take place mainly by means of
(labeled) actions. By means of actions, the hybrid automaton switches from one
mode/location to another mode/location.
Clearly, hybrid systems represent a domain where the DC and CS world views
meet, and we believe that a formalism that integrates the DC and CS world views is
a valuable contribution towards integration of the DC and CS methods, techniques,
and tools. The hybrid χ (Chi) formalism [6,32] 4 is such a formalism. On the
one hand, it can deal with continuous-time systems, PWA/MLD/LC systems, and
hybrid systems based on sets of ordinary differential equations using discontinuous
functions in combination with algebraic constraints (the DC approach). On the
other hand, it can deal with discrete-event systems, without continuous variables or
differential equations, and with hybrid systems in which discontinuities take place
(mainly) by means of actions (the CS approach).
The intended use of χ is for modeling, simulation, verification, and real-time control. Its application domain ranges from physical phenomena, such as dry friction,
to large and complex manufacturing systems, such as integrated circuit manufacturing plants, breweries, and process industry plants [4]. These plants consist of many
independently operating entities such as machines, buffers, liquid storage tanks and
reactors. The entities interact with each other in a discrete fashion, for example
the exchange of products or information, or in a continuous fashion, for example
sharing a liquid flow.
The χ formalism has been designed to model interacting parallel entities representing both discrete and continuous behavior in an easy and intuitive way. This
is ensured by means of the following concepts: 1) different classes of variables:
discrete and continuous, of subclass jumping or non-jumping, and algebraic (see
Section 2.2 for more details on these classes); 2) a small number of atomic state4

The χ language as defined in [32] has small corrections w.r.t. the version defined in [6]
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ments and operators on them that can be freely combined, and that have been designed to support easy and intuitive modeling; 3) different interaction mechanisms:
handshake synchronization and synchronous communication that allow interaction
between processes without sharing variables, and shared variables that enable modular composition of continuous-time or hybrid processes; 4) its ‘consistent equation
semantics’ that enforces state changes to be consistent with delay predicates, that
combine the invariant and flow clauses of hybrid automata; 5) differential algebraic
equations as a process term as in mathematics; 6) process terms for scoping that
integrate abstraction, local variables, local channels and local recursion definitions;
7) process definition and instantiation that enable process re-use, encapsulation,
hierarchical and/or modular composition of processes; and 8) several user-friendly
syntactic extensions.
The semantics of χ is defined by means of deduction rules in the style of Plotkin’s
Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [38,39] that associate a hybrid transition
system with a χ process. A set of axioms is presented for a notion of bisimilarity [34].
The χ formalism integrates ease of modeling with a straightforward semantics.
Although the semantics is formally defined, the straightforward and elegant syntax and semantics are also highly suited to non-computer scientists. For example,
the χ language is successfully used in the courses ‘Analysis of manufacturing systems’, ‘Supervisory machine control’ and ‘Analysis of hybrid systems’ for students
of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
In this paper, we investigate the relations between other formalisms and χ. One
of the formalisms to describe hybrid systems are piecewise affine systems [45]. General translation schemes from continuous-time piecewise affine systems and discretetime piecewise affine systems to χ are defined. This shows that piecewise affine
systems can be represented by equivalent χ specifications. Another formalism to
describe hybrid systems is the theory of hybrid automata. Formal translations between the theory of hybrid automata and χ (in both directions) have been defined.
The translation from hybrid automata to χ aims to show that the χ formalism is at
least as expressive as the theory of hybrid automata. The translation from a subset
(χsub ) of χ to hybrid automata enables verification of χsub specifications using existing hybrid automata based verification tools. Furthermore, it is proved that any
transition of a χsub specification can be mimicked by a transition in the corresponding hybrid automaton and vice versa, which indicates that the translation as defined
in this paper is correct. As an additional benefit, the later translation enables the
possibility to verify properties about the χ model using verification tools that are
based on hybrid automata. This is illustrated by means of a case study using the
model checker PHAVer (Polyhedral Hybrid Automaton Verifier) [19].
Related work
The χ formalism is a hybrid process algebra, and is thus related to the other hybrid
process algebras: HyPA [15], the process algebra for hybrid systems ACPsrt
hs [9],
the φ-Calculus [43], the hybrid formalisms based on CSP [21,13], and the process
algebra from [47]. A detailed comparison between these formalisms can be found
in [6,32], which also discusses the relations between χ and the hybrid automaton
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definitions [24,3,44,31,30,35,26], the formalisms based on hybrid automata such as
Charon [2] and Masaccio [23], and the hybrid automaton based tools HyTech [25]
and PHAVer [19]. Other related work based on hybrid action systems and the
synchronous approach is discussed below.
Hybrid action systems [42] extend conventional (discrete) actions with differential actions, that are used to model continuous-time dynamics. The formalism is
based on a much smaller set of primitives than the χ language. Unlike χ, which allows in principle orthogonal combination of its primitives, combination of the primitives in hybrid action systems is quite restricted. Another main difference is the
semantics of parallel composition. Where conventional (discrete) actions interleave
in parallel composition, as in χ, the continuous-time behavior of parallel composition of differential actions is defined as ‘linear composition’ (involving among others
addition of trajectories). In χ, u k u0 equals u ∧ u0 , so that parallel composition of
delay predicates u, used for the specification of differential algebraic equations, is
defined as conjunction.
A nice overview of the synchronous approach, as adopted by the three synchronous languages Esterel, Lustre and Signal, is given in [8]. Essential to this
approach is the division of time into discrete instants and the distinction of inputs
and outputs of a system. Such a synchronous system is a discrete-time system if
the time instants are equally spaced, and otherwise a discrete-event system. Execution of a synchronous model is, in principle, a deterministic transformation, at
each time-instant, of the values for each of the inputs and internal state to the values of the outputs and the internal state. The main purpose of these formalisms is
the development of safety-critical, embedded, discrete-time or discrete-event control
systems. A characteristic difference with the hybrid automaton related formalisms,
discussed above, is the semantics of parallel composition. The hybrid automaton
related languages all have an interleaving (non-deterministic) semantics for the execution of actions. The synchronous languages, in principle, define the behavior
of parallel composition of synchronous input/output systems as the (deterministic)
conjunction of the behaviors. This reduces the state-explosion problem of parallel
composition, but complicates implementations of distributed systems. Another difference is that continuous-time and hybrid systems (a combination of discrete-event
or discrete-time systems with continuous-time systems) cannot be specified using
the synchronous languages Esterel, Lustre and Signal. The synchronous approach
is to some extent also present in the χ language, since the parallel composition of
delay predicates is defined as conjunction (u k u0 equals u ∧ u0 ), and each connection
between an input and an output of synchronous models can be modeled by means
of an algebraic variable in χ.
Several formalisms have defined translations to and from hybrid automata. An
informal translation of a hybrid automaton to HyPa is defined in [14]. In [10],
a formal transformation of a hybrid automaton and of the parallel composition
of hybrid automata to ACPsrt
hs , with proof of correctness, is defined. Finally, in
[41], linear hybrid action systems have been shown to be a strict subclass of linear
hybrid automata, and a translation of a linear hybrid action system, with proof of
correctness, to a linear hybrid automaton has been defined.
In [12] it has been shown that different timed model checkers each have their own
4
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strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, apart from the translations between hybrid
χ and hybrid automata as defined in this paper, for verification of timed χ models,
translations to several tools are defined: 1) a translation [48] to the action-based
process algebra µCRL [20], used as input language for the verification tool CADP
[16]; (2) a translation to PROMELA, a state-based, imperative language, used as
input language for the verification tool SPIN [27]; and (3) a translation [11] to the
timed automaton based input language of the UPPAAL [29] verification tool.
Outline
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the χ formalism is presented, and its
use is illustrated by means of examples. Translation schemes from PWA systems to
χ are described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the translation of hybrid automata
to χ and the translation of (a subset of) χ to hybrid automata, and the case study.
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2

The χ language

This section presents a concise definition of the syntax and informal semantics of
χ. The syntax definition is incomplete in the sense that the syntax of predicates,
expressions, etc. is omitted. This is done because different implementations of χ,
such as tools for simulation, verification, or real-time control, may impose different
syntactical restrictions. The intention of this section is to define the χ formalism
that encompasses a variety of (future) tools without posing unnecessary syntactical restrictions. Futhermore, for the sake of brevity, the scope operators (variable
scope, channel scope and recursion scope), the signal emission, jump enabling, encapsulation, and urgent communication operators, and several syntactic extentions
are omitted.
2.1

Syntax

A χ process is of the following form:
h disc s1 , . . . , sk
, cont x1 , . . . , xl
, alg z1 , . . . , zm
, chan h1 , . . . , hn
,i
, X1 7→ p1 , . . . , Xr 7→ pr
:: p
i,
where s1 , . . . , sk denote the discrete variables, x1 , . . . , xl denote the non-jumping
continuous variables, z1 , . . . , zm denote the algebraic variables, h1 , . . . , hn denote the
urgent channels, i denotes an initialization predicate that restricts the allowed values
of the variables initially, X1 7→ p1 , . . . , Xr 7→ pr denote the recursion definitions,
X1 , . . . , Xr denote recursion variables, and p, p1 , . . . , pr are process terms.
5
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In the notation defined above, it is required that the discrete, continuous, and
algebraic variables are distinct. Besides the declared variables, the existence of the
predefined reserved real-valued global variable time which denotes the current time,
the value of which is initially zero, is assumed. This variable cannot be declared.
It can only be used as a ‘read-only’ variable in expressions. When time passes,
variable time increases with rate 1.
As a shorthand, the keyword preceding variables of a certain type is omitted
when there are no variables of that type, and the keyword chan is omitted when there
are no channel declarations. Also the initialization predicate i and the recursive
definitions X1 7→ p1 , . . . , Xr 7→ pr may be omitted, indicating a predicate that always
holds and an empty list of recursive definitions, respectively.
The set of process terms (statements) P is defined by the following grammar for
the process terms p ∈ P :
p ::= W : r  la

| xn := en

action predicate

multi-assignment

W

set of variables

r

predicate

la

action label

xn variables
en expressions

| skip

internal action

|u

delay predicate

| [p]

any delay

| p; p

sequential composition

| b→p

guard

| p8p

alternative composition

| pkp

parallel composition

| h !! en

send process term

| h ! en

delayable send process term

| h ?? xn

receive process term

| h ? xn

delayable receive process term

| ∆d

delay for d time units

|X

recursion variable

| ∗p

infinite repetition

| lp (xk , hm , en ) process instantiation

u

predicate

b

predicate

h

channel

d

numeric expr.

lp

process label

xk actual variables
hm actual channels
6
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Here, W is a set of variables such that time 6∈ W , r is a predicate over variables
(including the variable time), dotted continuous variables, and ‘− ’ superscripted
variables (including the dotted variables, e.g. x− and ẋ− ). The action label la
is taken from a given set Alabel which at least contains the special action label
τ representing the internal or silent step [33]. Notation xn (n ≥ 1) denotes the
variables x1 , . . . , xn such that time 6∈ {xn }, en (n ≥ 1) denotes the expressions
e1 , . . . , en , and u and b are both predicates over variables (including the variable
time) and dotted continuous variables. For n = 0, h !! en and h ?? xn can be written
h !! and h ??, respectively, where h is a channel. Finally, H is a set of channels, hm
denotes the actual channels h1 , . . . , hm .
The operators are listed in descending order of their binding strengths as follows
→ , ; , {k , 8 }. The operators inside the braces have equal binding strength. In
addition, operators of equal binding strength associate to the right, and parentheses
may be used to group expressions. For example, p; q; r means p; (q; r). An informal,
concise explanation of this syntax is given below.
2.2

Informal semantics of processes

The behavior of χ processes is defined in terms of actions and delays 5 . Actions
define instantaneous changes, where time does not change, to the values of variables.
Delays involve the passing of time, where for all variables their trajectory as a
function of time is defined.
The variables are grouped into different classes with respect to the delay behavior
and action behavior. With respect to the delay behavior, the variables are divided
into the following classes:
•

The discrete variables, the values of which remain constant while delaying.

•

The continuous variables, the values of which change according to an absolutely
continuous function 6 of time while delaying. The values of continuous variables
are further restricted by delay predicates, that are usually in the form of differential algebraic equations.

•

The dotted continuous variables, the values of which change according to an
integrable, possibly discontinuous function of time while delaying.

•

The algebraic variables, that behave in a similar way as continuous variables. The
differences are that algebraic variables may change according to a discontinuous
function of time, and that algebraic variables are not allowed to occur as dotted
variables.

•

The predefined variable time, that denotes the current time.
With respect to the action behavior, the variables are divided into two classes:

5 Formally, the behavior of χ processes is defined in terms of action transitions and time transitions (see
Section 2.4). Informally, we use the term actions to refer to action transitions, and the term delays to refer
to time transitions.
6 A function f (x) is continuous at x ∈ X provided that for all ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 so that |x − y| ≤ δ
implies |f (x) − f (y)| ≤ ε. Roughly speaking, for single-valued functions this means that we can draw the
graph of the function without taking the pencil of the paper. The class of absolutely continuous functions
consists of continuous functions which are differentiable almost everywhere in Lebesgue sense. This class
includes the differentiable functions.
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•

The non-jumping variables, the values of which by default do not change in actions. The changes of non-jumping variables need to be explicitly specified.

•

The jumping variables, the values of which by default can jump to arbitrary
values in actions. The values after jumping can be restricted by means of action
predicates, send and receive process terms, or delay predicates (equations).

The discrete and continuous variable classes can be divided into jumping and
non-jumping versions. For the other classes, such a division is not possible: the
dotted continuous and algebraic variables are by definition jumping with respect to
the action behavior, and the predefined variable time is by definition non-jumping.
2.3

Informal semantics of process terms

There are several means to change the value of a variable, depending on the class
of the variable. The main means for changing the value of a variable are the action
predicate and multi-assignment for instantaneous changes, and the delay predicate
for the changes of variables over time.
An instantaneous change of the value of a discrete or continuous variable in χ is
always connected to the execution of an action. In action predicates, the action is
represented by a label. Other types of action are related to communication, which is
treated below, in the paragraph on parallelism. Action predicate W : r  la denotes
instantaneous changes to the variables from set W , by means of an action labeled
la , such that predicate r is satisfied. The predefined global variable time cannot
be assigned. The discrete and continuous variables that are not mentioned in W
remain unchanged, and the variables from set W together with the dotted continuous variables and algebraic variables may obtain ‘arbitrary’ values, provided that
the predicate r is satisfied and the process remains consistent. A ‘− ’ superscripted
occurrence of a variable refers to the value of the variable prior to execution of the
action predicate, and a normal (non-superscripted) occurrence of a variable refers
to the value of that variable after the execution of the action predicate. Note that
it can be the case that different instantaneous changes satisfy the predicate, this
may result in non-determinism. Consider for example the following specification:
h disc x :: {x} : x2 = 1  a i. After the discrete change, the value of x can be 1 or
−1.
Multi-assignment xn := en for n ≥ 1 is an abbreviation for an action predicate that simultaneously changes the values of variables x1 , . . . , xn to the values of
expressions e1 , . . . , en , respectively. For n = 1, this gives an assignment x := e.
Process term skip is an abbreviation for an action predicate that can perform an
internal action (τ ), such that only the algebraic and dotted variables can change.
In principle, continuous and algebraic variables change arbitrarily over time
when delaying, although, depending on the class of the variable, they may have to
respect some continuity requirements, see [32,6] for more details. A delay predicate
u, usually in the form of a differential algebraic equation, restricts the allowed
behavior of the continuous and algebraic variables in such a way that the value
of the predicate u remains true over time. For example, invariants from hybrid
automata can be modeled in χ using delay predicates.
Besides the specification of delay by means of delay predicates, arbitrary delay
8
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can be described by means of the any delay operator [p], where p denotes a process
term. The resulting behavior is such that arbitrary delays are allowed. When [p]
delays, it remains unchanged and the delay behavior of p is ignored. The action
behavior of p remains unchanged in [p]. When [p] performs an action, the any delay
operator disappears.
The sequential composition of process terms p and q (p; q) behaves as process
term p until p terminates, and then continues to behave as process term q.
The guarded process term b → p can do whatever actions p can do under the
condition that the guard b evaluates to true. When b → p performs an action,
the guard operator disappears. The guarded process term can delay according
to p under the condition that during the delay the guard b holds. The guarded
process term can perform arbitrary delays under the condition that during the
delay, possibly excluding the first and last time point of the delay, the guard b does
not hold. During delays, the guard operator remains.
The alternative composition operator 8 allows a non-deterministic choice between different actions of a process. With respect to time behavior, both sides of
the composition have to synchronize. This means that the trajectories of the variables have to be agreed upon by both sides of the composition. This means that 8
is a strong time-deterministic [36] choice operator.
Parallelism can be specified by means of the parallel composition operator k .
Parallel processes interact by means of shared variables or by means of synchronous
point-to-point communication/synchronization via a channel. Channels are denoted
as labels (identifiers). The parallel composition p k q synchronizes the time behavior
of p and q, interleaves the action behavior (including the instantaneous changes of
variables) of p and q, and synchronizes matching send and receive actions. The synchronization of time behavior means that only the time behaviors that are allowed
by both p and q are allowed by their parallel composition. The consistent equation
semantics of χ enforces that actions by p (or q) are allowed only if the values of the
variables before and after the actions are consistent with the other process term q
(or p). This means, among others, that the delay predicates of q must hold before
and after execution of an action by p.
By means of the send process term h !! e1 , . . . , en , for n ≥ 1, the values of expressions e1 , . . . , en are sent via channel h. By means of the receive process term
h ?? x1 , . . . , xn , for n ≥ 1, values for x1 , . . . , xn are received from channel h. We
assume that all variables in the sequence xn are syntactically different. Communication in χ is the sending of values by one parallel process via a channel to another
parallel process, where the received values are stored in variables. For communication, the acts of sending and receiving (values) have to take place in different parallel
processes at the same moment in time. In case no values are sent and received, we
refer to synchronization instead of communication.
Process terms h ! en , and h ? xn are the respective delayable counterparts of h !! en
and h ?? xn . They are defined by means of the any delay operator as [h !! en ] and
[h ?? xn ], respectively.
The delay process term ∆d denotes a process term that first delays for d time
units, and then terminates by means of an internal action τ . The value of expression d is evaluated at the first delay or action by ∆d. The delay process term
9
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constrains the duration of a delay, while a delay predicate u constrains the trajectories of the model variables during the delay (and of course in case of invariants
expressed in u, u also constrains the duration of the delay). The fact that process term ∆d terminates by means of an action ensures that time-outs enforce a
choice in alternative composition. Consider for example the following χ specification: h cont x, x = 0 :: ẋ = 1 8 ∆1 i. By means of delay predicate ẋ = 1, the
trajectories of variable x are limited. By means of ∆1, the duration of the delays is
limited to 1. After a delay of 1 time unit, the process terminates.
Process term X denotes a recursion variable (identifier) that is defined after
the variable declarations (X1 7→ p1 , . . . , Xr 7→ pr ). Recursion variable X can do
whatever the process term of its definition can do.
Process term ∗p represents the infinite repetition of process term p.
To support the hierarchical modeling of systems, it is convenient to allow local declarations of variables, channels and recursion definitions. For this purpose,
the process instantiation process term lp (xk , hm , en ) is introduced, which enables
(re)-use of a process definition. A process definition is specified once, but it can
be instantiated many times, possibly with different parameters: external variables
xk , external channels hm , and expressions en . Chi specifications in which process
instantiations lp (xk , hm , en ) are used have the following structure:
pd 1
..
.
pd j
h disc . . . , cont . . . , alg . . . , chan . . . , i, LR :: q i,
where for each process instantiation lp (xk , hm , en ) occurring in process term q, a
matching process definition pd i of the form
lp (ext x0 k , chan h0 m , val vn ) = p
must be present among the process definitions pd 1 . . . pd j . Such a process instantiation behaves as its defining process term p, where the ‘formal external’ variables
x01 , . . . , x0k , the ‘formal external’ channels h01 , . . . , h0m , and the ‘value parameters’
v1 , . . . , vn are substituted by the ‘actual external’ variables x1 , . . . , xk , the ‘actual
external’ channels h1 , . . . , hm , and the expressions e1 , . . . , en , respectively.
2.4

Formal semantics

The semantics of χ is defined by means of deduction rules in the style of Plotkin’s
SOS that associate a hybrid transition system with a χ process as defined in [32,6].
Such a hybrid transition system has four different kinds of transition relations and
predicates. They are called action transition, termination transition, time transition, and consistency predicate. They can be explained as follows:
•

ξ,a,ξ 0

Action transition: The intuition of an action transition M −−−→ M 0 is that the
χ process M executes the discrete action a ∈ A and thereby transforms into
the process M 0 . Here, ξ denotes the values of the variables before executing the
discrete action, and ξ 0 denotes the values of the variables after the discrete action.
10
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n

Qin

V
VC
Qout

Fig. 1. A liquid storage tank with volume controller.
ξ,a,ξ 0

•

Termination transition: The intuition of a (termination) transition M −−−→ X
is that the process M executes the discrete action a and thereby transforms into
the terminated process X.

•

Time transitions: The intuition of a time transition M 7−→ M 0 is that during the
time transition, the values of the variables at each time-point s ∈ [0, t] are given
by ρ(s). At the end-point t, the resulting process is M 0 .

•

Consistency by means of a predicate: The intuition of a consistency predicate

t,ρ

ξ

M ; is that the process M is consistent with the values of the variables given
by ξ.
2.5

Examples

A liquid storage tank with volume controller
Figure 1 shows a liquid storage tank with a volume controller VC . The incoming
flow Qin√is controlled by means of a valve n. The outgoing flow is given by equation
Qout = V . The volume controller maintains the volume V of the liquid in the tank
between 2 and 10.
The χ model of the system is as follows:
h disc n, cont V, alg Qin , Qout
, n = 0, V = 10
:: V̇ = Qin − Qout
, Qin = n√· 5
, Qout = V
k ∗( V ≤ 2 → n := 1; V ≥ 10 → n := 0 )
i.
The volume controller is modeled by means of repetition ∗(. . . ). Initially, the volume
in the tank equals 10 and the valve is closed (n = 0, V = 10) 7 . When the volume
equals 2, the valve is opened (V ≤ 2 → n := 1). Note that the assignment n := 1 also
changes the value of the algebraic variable Qin to 5 since the equation Qin = n · 5
7 As is common practice in mathematics, the comma in predicates denotes conjunction. E.g. i , i denotes
1 2
the predicate i1 ∧ i2 .
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10
V
√

10
0

√
√
{ time 7→ 2 10 − 2 2
,

n

7→

0

√
√
{ time 7→ 2 10 − 2 2
,

n

7→

,

V

7→

V

7→

V̇

2
√
− 2

,

,

,

V̇

7→

Qout

, Qin 7→

Qin , n

, Qout 7→

0
√
2}

{ time 7→

10
V
Qin
5
Qout
2

n

, τ,

,

n

7→

,

V

7→

,

V̇

7→

, Qin 7→
, Qout 7→

tf
1

{ time 7→
,

n

7→

10
,
√ , τ,
7 5 − 10
→
,

V

7→

, Qin 7→
, Qout 7→

√

V̇

1

2
√

5−

2

5
√
2}

tf
0

10
√
7 − 10
→

5

, Qin 7→

10 }

, Qout 7→

0
√
10 }

Fig. 2. Hybrid transition system of the Chi model.

should always hold. When the volume in the tank equals 10, the valve is closed
again (V ≥ 10 → n := 0).
Figure 2 shows (a part of) the hybrid transition system of the χ model. The
circles represent the states, arrows −
→ represent action transitions that are labeled with the values of the variables prior to and after the transition as defined
in Section 2.4, and arrows 7−→ represent time transitions. The labels (t, ρ) of
the time transitions√are represented
√ graphically. Constant √tf denotes the√value
−5ln(15) − 5ln(5 − 10) + 5ln(5 + 10) + 5ln(23) + 5ln(5 − 2) − 5ln(5 + 2).

Assembly line
Figure 3 shows the iconic model of an assembly line, which is modeled as a discreteevent system. An assembly process A assembles three different parts that are supplied by three suppliers G. The order in which the parts are supplied is unknown,
but each part should be received by the assembly process as soon as possible. When
all three parts have been received, assembly may start. Assembly takes tA units of
time. When the products have been assembled, they are sent to an exit process E.
The χ model consists of parallel instantiations of the three generator processes G,
the assembly process A and the exit process E:
hchan a, b, c, d
12
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G

G

a
b

A

d

E

c
G
Fig. 3. Iconic model of an assembly line.

:: G(a, 0, t0 ) k G(b, 1, t1 ) k G(c, 2, t2 )
k A(a, b, c, d, tA )
k E(d)
i,
where t0 , t1 , t2 , tA denote constants.
Each generator sends a part n every t time units:
proc G(chan a, val n, t) = |[ ∗( a!n; ∆t )]|.
Receiving of the parts by the assembly process is modeled by means of the parallel
composition (a ? x k b ? y k c ? z). This ensures that each part is received as soon as
possible. The parallel composition terminates when all parts have been received.
proc A(chan a, b, c, d, val t) =
|[ disc x, y, z
:: ∗( ( a ? x k b ? y k c ? z ) ; ∆t; d !(x, y, z) )
]|.
The exit process is simply:
proc E(chan a) = |[ disc x :: ∗ a ? x ]|.
A process algebra, such as χ, permits concise and elegant specifications. Compare, for example, the automaton specification in Figure 4 with the equivalent χ
specification ∗((a?x k b?y k c?z); ∆1; d !(x, y, z)).
The automaton needs additional shared variables to mimic the communication
behavior of χ. E.g. h!1 k h?x is translated to the transitions h1 , x : h1 = 1 with label
h!, and h1 , x : h1 = x with label h?, assuming that the labels h! and h? synchronize.
Here, the variables before the colon are allowed to change, the other variables remain
unchanged.
A restriction of an automaton specification is that it requires explicit specification of the locations. In process algebra, the ‘locations’ can be explicitly defined
by means of recursion variables, but they can also be implicitly defined, as in the
assembly model. Note that in hybrid automata, implicit locations can be specified
using variables, i.e. state counters.
Another restriction of an automaton specification is that parallelism is generally
allowed only at the top level, whereas in process algebra, parallelism is allowed at
any level.
13
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Fig. 4. Automaton specification of ∗((a?x k b?y k c?z); ∆1; d!(x, y, z)).

3

Translations of piecewise affine systems to Chi

In this section, two general translation schemes are given. One scheme defines the
translation of continuous-time piecewise affine systems to a χ specification. The
other scheme defines a translation of discrete-time piecewise affine systems to χ.
3.1

Continuous-time PWA

Continuous-time piecewise affine systems are described by N sets of affine differential equations:

ẋ(t) = Ai x(t) + Bi u(t) + fi 
if Ωi ,
y(t) = Ci x(t) + Di u(t) + gi 

where i (i = 1, . . . , N ) denotes the number of the mode, u(t) ∈ Rm , x(t) ∈ Rn , and
y(t) ∈ Rl denote the input, state and output, respectively, at time t. Furthermore,
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fi , and gi denote constants. Each set of equations describes the dynamical behavior
in a mode. In each mode, the trajectories of the state variables x are continuous
functions of time. The trajectories of the input/output variables in a mode may
be discontinuous functions of time. Each mode i is defined in a region represented
by a predicate Ωi given by a finite number of linear inequalities, in the input/state
space.
A PWA system is well-posed if the regions do not overlap, and all regions together span Rn+m . Given an initial state x0 at t0 and an input function u, the
system evolves as follows. Let i0 be the active mode at t0 , that is Ωi0 holds for
x(t0 ) and u(t0 ). For t ∈ [t0 , t1 ], where t1 > t0 and t1 denotes the largest instance
such that Ωi0 still holds, the state and the output evolve according to the solution
of the equations ẋ(t) = Ai0 x(t) + Bi0 u(t) + fi0 and y(t) = Ci0 x(t) + Di0 u(t) + gi0 ,
respectively. At time t1 , a (deterministic) mode switch occurs to a new active mode
i1 such that Ωi1 holds. Note that the trajectory for the state variables x is continuous, since mode switches may only introduce discontinuities in the state derivatives
and the output variables.
A well-posed continuous-time PWA system can be translated to the following χ
specification:
h cont x, alg y
, x = x0
::

(Ω1 ∧ ẋ = A1 x + B1 u + f1 ∧ y = C1 x + D1 u + g1 )
∨
..
.

i.

∨ (ΩN ∧ ẋ = AN x + BN u + fN ∧ y = CN x + DN u + gN )

The state variables x are modeled in χ by means of (non-jumping) continuous
variables, with initial value x0 . The output variables y are modeled by means of
algebraic variables. The behavior of u is not specified, as in the original PWA
model. In the χ model, u could denote a function of time, or u could be defined as
an algebraic variable, and additional equations specifying the behavior of u could
be added. The behavior associated to a mode i is described by means of a delay
predicate (Ωi ∧ ẋ = Ai x + Bi u + fi ∧ y = Ci x + Di u + gi ). Since we consider
well-posed PWA systems, exactly one of the Ω1 , . . . , ΩN predicates evaluates true.
The logical ‘or’ (∨) composition of the behavior of the modes then allows only the
behavior of one mode at a time, i.e. only that mode for which the corresponding
conditions Ωi hold. The system will evolve according to the Caratheodory solutions
of the dynamics associated with the active mode. In case of a mode switch, the state
variables x cannot jump (their value remains constant during the mode switch). At
a mode switch, the (algebraic) output variables y are allowed to jump such that the
dynamics of the resulting mode hold.
The behavior of continuous-time PWA systems is defined in terms of solutions
(trajectories) x(t) and y(t) according to a solution concept. Commonly used solution
concepts are the Caratheodory solution concept, which allows non-smooth, but
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continuous solution functions for x(t), and solution concepts based on differential
inclusions, such as the Filippov [17] solution concept.
If the
PWA model as defined above has a solution (trajectory)
 continuous-time

ρ(t) = 

x(t)

 , according to the Caratheodory solution concept, then the χ model

y(t)
that results from translating this continuous-time PWA model using the translation
as defined above can perform a time transition labeled with ρ0 (t) which has the same


x(t)




trajectories for x and y, but also includes trajectories for ẋ: ρ0 (t) =  y(t)  , and


ẋ(t)
vice versa. If we abstract from the trajectories for ẋ, then the delay behavior of
the continuous-time PWA system and its χ model translation are the same. Since
a continuous-time PWA system and its χ model translation cannot perform any
actions, we know that the translation is correct.
Continuous-time PWA models with a solution concept based on differential inclusions, that allows sliding modes, can in principle also be translated to χ models
using the convex equality operator as defined in [7].
3.2

Discrete-time PWA

Discrete-time PWA systems are described by

x(k + 1) = Ai x(k) + Bi u(k) + fi 
y(k) = Ci x(k) + Di u(k) + gi 

if

Ωi ,

where i (i = 1, . . . , N ). Here, u(k) ∈ Rm , x(k) ∈ Rn , and y(k) ∈ Rl denote the input,
state and output, respectively, at the kth time-point.
A well-posed discrete-time PWA system can be translated to the following χ
specification:
h disc x, y, k
, x = x0 , k = 0
:: ∗( Ω1 → x, y, k := A1 x + B1 u.k + f1 , C1 x + D1 u.k + g1 , k + 1
8
..
.
8 ΩN → x, y, k := AN x + BN u.k + fN , CN x + DN u.k + gN , k + 1
)
i.
The state variables x are modeled in χ by means of discrete variables, and are
initialized to x0 . The output variables y and variable k are also modeled by means
of discrete variables. We assume u to denote an array of points, such that u.i
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denotes the value of u at the ith time-point. In the repetition ∗( ), the state and
output variables are assigned new values according to exactly one of the modes, and
k is increased by one. The behavior associated to a mode is described by means of a
multi-assignment x, y, k := Ai x + Bi u.k + fi , Ci x + Di u.k + gi , k + 1. The alternative
composition of the behavior of the modes allows the state and output variables to
be assigned new values according to the mode for which the corresponding guard
(Ωi ) holds. For the translation of well-posed discrete-time PWA systems, always
exactly one of the guards Ωi holds. Since we have the properties true → p ↔ p,
false → p ↔ true, and true 8 p ↔ p, the behavior of the χ model is a sequence of
(multi-) assignments, where in each mode the corresponding (multi-) assignment is
executed.
The behavior
of discrete-time
PWA
systems is defined in terms of a sequence

 

of values 

x(k + 1)

,

x(k + 2)

 , . . . . The action transitions of its χ model

y(k)
y(k + 1)
translation are directly related to the sequence of values defined by the discrete-time
PWA model. In particular, the resulting values of the variables x and y on the kth
transition of the χ model correspond to the values x(k + 1) and y(k), respectively,
of the discrete-time PWA model. Here, the first transition of the χ model has index
k = 0. Since a discrete-time PWA system does not have any delay behavior, nor
does its χ model translation, we know that the translation is correct.

Example: Integrator
An integrator with upper saturation can be modeled as a discrete-time PWA
model as follows:

 x(k) + u(k) if x(k) + u(k) ≤ 1
x(k + 1) =
1
if x(k) + u(k) ≥ 1
y(k) = x(k).

This model can be translated to χ as follows:
h disc x, y, k
, x = x0 , k = 0
:: ∗( x + u.k ≤ 1 → x, y, k := x + u.k, x, k + 1
8 x + u.k ≥ 1 → x, y, k := 1, x, k + 1
)
i.

4

Relating hybrid automata and χ

One of the most influential formalisms for hybrid system specification and analysis is
the theory of hybrid automata ([1,24]). In Section 4.1, the hybrid automaton model
of [24] is translated to the χ formalism. This translation from hybrid automata to
χ aims to show that the χ formalism is at least as expressive as the theory of hybrid
automata. Note that in [5], a translation between χ and hybrid automata has been
17
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defined. However, that version of χ differs considerably with the χ version used in
this paper. For instance, the choice, reinitialization, and disrupt operators do not
exist in the current χ language anymore, and the semantics of some operators, such
as the guard operator has been changed. In Section 4.2, the translation from (a
subset of) χ to hybrid automata is described. This translation enables verification
of χ specifications using existing hybrid automata based verification tools, which is
illustrated by means of a case study.

4.1

Translation of a hybrid automaton to Chi

A hybrid automaton [24] consists of the following components:
•

A finite set of (real-valued) variables X = {x1 , . . . , xn }.

•

A finite directed multi-graph (V, E), where V denotes a set of vertices (control
modes) and E denotes a set of edges (control switches).

•

Three vertex labeling functions init, inv, and flow that assign to each control
mode v ∈ V a predicate for initial, invariant and flow conditions, respectively.
The free variables of the initial and invariant predicates are from X. The free
variables of the flow predicates are from X ∪ Ẋ. The set Ẋ = {ẋ1 , . . . , ẋn } denotes
the first derivatives of variables X.

•

An edge labeling function jump, that assigns to each edge e ∈ E, a jump condition which is a predicate whose free variables are from X ∪ X 0 . The set
X 0 = {x01 , . . . , x0n } denotes the primed variables that represent values at the conclusion of a discrete change.

•

A finite set Σ of events, and an edge labeling function event : E → Σ that assigns
to each edge an event.

In order to translate a hybrid automaton to χ, two additional functions are
defined on a hybrid automaton: function edges : V → P(E) returns a set of outgoing
edges for a location, and function target : E → V returns the target vertex of an
edge. Furthermore, the function T translates a jump predicate to the predicate r of
a χ action predicate (W : r  la ) by renaming variables occurring without a prime in
a jump predicate to variables with superscript ‘− ’, and renaming variables occurring
with a prime ‘0 ’ to variables without the prime. E.g. T (x0 = 2x + y ∧ x ≥ 0 ∧ y 0 = y)
becomes x = 2x− + y − ∧ x− ≥ 0 ∧ y = y − . In the latter expression, x− and y −
refer to the values of x and y, respectively, before the discrete jump, and x and y
refer to the value of variables x and y after the discrete jump. The class of hybrid
automata to be translated to χ is restricted to the hybrid automata without initial
time non-determinism. In this section, we consider hybrid automata where the
initial condition of all but one control mode equals false. The one control mode
with the initial condition not equal to false is called the initial control mode.
Furthermore, it should be possible to rewrite each flow predicate into one of the
following forms: ẋ = f (x), ẋ ∈ f (x) or the predicate true. This means that we do
not consider flow predicates such as false, or (equivalently) ẋ = 0 ∧ ẋ = 1. This
ensures that the solutions (trajectories of the model variables) in hybrid automata
and χ are the same.
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Consider a hybrid automaton model which belongs to the class of automata
as defined in the previous section, with n variables (X = {x1 , . . . , xn }), k control
modes (V = {v1 , . . . , vk }), and one initial control mode v1 . The translation to a
corresponding χ specification is defined as follows:
h cont x1 , . . . , xn
, init(v1 )
, v1 7→ flow(v1 ) ∧ inv(v1 ) 8
..
.

(8 e:e∈edges(v1 ) [X : T (jump(e))  event(e)]; target(e))

, vk 7→ flow(vk ) ∧ inv(vk ) 8
:: v1
i.

(8 e:e∈edges(vk ) [X : T (jump(e))  event(e)]; target(e))

The variables x1 , . . . , xn are declared as continuous variables. These variables are
initialized by means of initialization predicate init(v1 ).
A vertex vi of the hybrid automaton model is translated using a corresponding
recursion variable vi in the χ model. The process term associated with this recursion
variable consists of the alternative composition of the process term describing the
continuous behavior of the vertex, and the alternative compositions of all individual
process terms of the outgoing edges of this vertex. Below, these process terms are
explained in more detail.
The continuous behavior of a vertex vi is translated to a delay predicate in χ,
consisting of the conjunction of the flow predicate and the invariant of the vertex.
For each outgoing edge, the jump predicate of that edge is translated to an action
predicate labeled with the event label of the edge (X : T (jump(e))  event(e)).
Since all variables are allowed to jump, the set W of the action predicate equals
the set X. The semantics of a hybrid automaton is such that when a guard of an
edge is enabled, the transition via this edge can be taken, but it is not required
to take this transition. Therefore, the action predicate associated with the edge is
made delayable using the any delay operator [ ]. After the transition, the behavior
is specified by the recursion variable associated with the target vertex (target(e)).
Note that for set E = {e1 , . . . , ek }, notation 8 e:e∈E [X : T (jump(e))  event(e)];
target(e), denotes the process term [X : T (jump(e1 ))  event(e1 )]; target(e1 )8 . . .
8 [X : T (jump(ek ))  event(ek )]; target(ek ).
This straightforward translation of a hybrid automaton to a χ model shows that
χ is expressive enough to model phenomena that are usually studied by means of a
hybrid automaton.
The semantics of a hybrid automaton [24] is a timed transition system with two
types of transitions: action transitions (corresponding to control switches) and time
transitions (corresponding to continuous behavior in a control mode). On the other
hand, the semantics of a χ process is a hybrid transition system (see Section 2.4)
which also has these two types of transitions.
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The main difference between these semantics is in the labeling of the action and
time transitions. In timed transition systems the labels of action transitions are
simply the events of the hybrid automaton, whereas the labels of the action transitions of a hybrid transition system also contain the valuations of the model variables
prior to and after the action. For time transitions, the labels in a timed transition
system contain only the duration of the time transition whereas time transitions
in hybrid transition systems also have the trajectory of the model variables as a
label. Finally, a timed transition system can have many initial states whereas a
hybrid transition system has only one initial state. This one initial state captures
the behavior of all the initial states of the timed transition system.
Let ~ be a mapping that maps a hybrid transition system onto a timed transition
system by removing valuations from action transitions and trajectories from time
transitions. Furthermore, let HA be a hybrid automaton and let Mχ be the χ
specification associated to it by the translation defined in this section. Furthermore,
let TTS and HTS be the semantics of HA and Mχ , respectively.
semantics

A

T

translation

P

semantics

↔

H

variable

~(H)

abstraction

Then, there exists a (strong-)bisimulation relation [33,37], denoted by ↔ , between the states of TTS and the states of ~(HTS ) such that any transition from
an initial state of TTS can be simulated by the initial state of ~(HTS ) and each
transition from the initial state of ~(HTS ) is simulated by some initial state of TTS .
The following example shows the translation of a hybrid automaton model of a
thermostat to χ. The hybrid automaton is shown in Figure 5. Variable x represents
the temperature. The control modes are On and Off . Initially, the temperature
equals 20 degrees, and the heater is off (control mode Off ). The temperature
falls according to the flow condition ẋ = −0.1x. According to the jump condition
x < 19, the heater may go on as soon as the temperature falls below 19 degrees.
The invariant condition x ≥ 18 ensures that at the latest the heater will go on
when the temperature equals 18 degrees. In the control mode On, the heater is on,
and the temperature rises according to the flow condition ẋ = 5 − 0.1x. When the
temperature rises above 21 degrees, the heater may turn off. Due to the invariant
condition x ≤ 22, at the latest the heater will turn off when the temperature equals

x > 21
x = 20

Off

On

ẋ = −0.1x
x ≥ 18

ẋ = 5 − 0.1x
x ≤ 22

x < 19

Fig. 5. A hybrid automaton model of a thermostat.
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x = 20

Off
flow:
ẋ = −0.1x
inv:
x ≥ 18

x > 21 ∧ x0 = x
τ
τ
x < 19 ∧ x0 = x

On
flow:
ẋ = 5 − 0.1x
inv:
x ≤ 22

false

Fig. 6. Complete hybrid automaton model of a thermostat.

22 degrees.
Figure 5 is taken from [24], where the usual informal notation is used: the flow
and invariant conditions are not labelled explicitly (any invariant condition can also
be considered as a flow condition, possibly resulting in different behavior), events
on the edges are ignored, and the initial and jump conditions are incomplete. In
particular, in Figure 5 both edges should have an event label, the initial condition
of mode On equals false, and the jump conditions of the edges should have been
x < 19 ∧ x0 = x and x > 21 ∧ x0 = x, respectively, expressing that the value of x
(the temperature) is only tested and not adapted. The complete, formal hybrid
automata model of the thermostat is shown in Figure 6. Using the translation
scheme, this model is translated to χ, which results in the following χ specification:
h cont x
, x = 20
, Off 7→ ẋ = −0.1x ∧ x ≥ 18 8 [{x} : x < 19 ∧ x = x−  τ ]; On
, On 7→ ẋ = 5 − 0.1x ∧ x ≤ 22 8 [{x} : x > 21 ∧ x = x−  τ ]; Off
:: Off
i.
4.2

Translation of χ to Hybrid Automata

In literature, many different hybrid automata definitions exist. Some definitions
require solutions for the continuous variables to be differential functions, e.g. [24,3].
Other definitions allow the more general case of piecewise differential functions, e.g.
[44]. Most hybrid automata definitions do not define urgent transitions, or they
define urgent transitions in a restrictive way, as in [25]. In [35], urgent transitions
are defined in a general way, using a predicate that defines the maximum sojourn
time in a location, but instead of invariants and flow clauses, evolution functions
are used. With respect to the meaning of jump clauses, that define the behavior of
the variables in action transitions, differences also occur: where in [24] the variables
can in principle perform arbitrary jumps unless restricted by the jump predicate,
in [25], variables in principle remain unchanged unless changes are enforced by the
jump predicate.
None of these hybrid automata definitions is expressive enough to be used as
the target for the translation of χ. Therefore, the translation uses a target hybrid
automata definition, called HAu automata, where the u stands for urgency, that uses
features from different hybrid automata definitions. In particular, the definition
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of the jump predicate in combination with a set of changeable variables is based
on [3], the solution concept that allows piecewise differentiable functions is based
on [44], and the definition of urgent transitions was inspired by [35]. In hybrid
statecharts [28], urgent transitions are defined in a similar way.
The subset χsub of the χ language that is translated consists of guarded action
predicate b → W : r  la , guarded send b → h !! en , and guarded receive b → h ?? xn ,
the delay predicate u, the unary operators any delay [ ], repetition ∗, and the binary
operators sequential composition ;, alternative composition 8 , and parallel composition k . Process terms skip, and the multi-assignment xn := en can be translated
by means of expressing them in terms of the more general action predicate. The
delay process term ∆d cannot be translated. In general, recursion variables cannot
be translated, however, it is not difficult to translate a more restricted form of the
use of recursion variables, such as guarded recursion. Since the HAu definition has
no hierarchy and no distinction between local and global variables, it is not possible to translate process instantiations. However, if the HAu definition would be
augmented with hierarchy, we do not expect fundamental problems. Furthermore,
in χsub processes, there are no discrete variables, no algebraic variables, and no
recursion variables.
In χ, the guard operator can be applied to arbitrary process terms. Since it is
not possible to translate the guard operator in a general way, the process terms to
which the guard operator can be applied are restricted to the action predicate, send
and receive process terms.
In [32], we define a formal translation from χsub to HAu automata. It is proved
that any transition of a χ model can be mimicked by a transition in the corresponding hybrid automaton model and vice versa. This indicates that the translation
is correct. Since a manual translation is very time consuming and error-prone, the
translation has been automated by implementing it using the programming language
Python [40].
PHAVer [19] is a tool for analyzing linear hybrid I/O-automata. If we restrict the
linear hybrid I/O-automata to the class of linear hybrid I/O-automata without input
variables and without output variables, then this class of linear hybrid I/O-automata
is a subclass of the HAu automata as defined previously. As a consequence, the χsub
specifications that can be verified using PHAVer are restricted to those specifications
that result in HAu automata with linear invariant and flow conditions, and linear
jump conditions, where a linear condition is defined as a condition over a set of
P
variables X that is of the form i ai vi + b ./ 0, with ai , b ∈ Z, vi ∈ X, and ./∈ {<, ≤
, =}. Furthermore, the χsub specifications are restricted to those specifications that
result in HAu automata which do not contain urgent transitions. This restriction
is because in the semantics of the HAu definition, transitions can be urgent, while
in the linear hybrid I/O-automata, they cannot. Note that in [32], the relation
between linear hybrid I/O-automata and HAu automata has been formalized.
The verification of a χsub specification using PHAVer is illustrated by means
of an example: the water level monitor, which is taken from [1]. First, the water
level monitor is modeled using χsub . Then we translate the χsub specification to
a hybrid automaton HAu . Since the obtained hybrid automaton HAu is a linear
hybrid I/O-automaton, it is possible to verify properties of this automaton model
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using PHAVer.
The water level in a tank, denoted by the variable y, is controlled through a
monitor, which continuously senses the water level and turns a pump on and off.
When the pump is off, the water level drops by 2 units per second; when the pump
is on, the water level rises by 1 unit per second. There is a time delay of 2 seconds
between the time point that the monitor signals to change the status of the pump
and time point that this change becomes effective (this is modeled by the variable
x). Initially the water level is 1 and the pump is turned on. The water level monitor
is modeled in χsub as follows:
h cont x, y
, x = 0, y = 1
:: ẋ = 1
k ∗( ( ẏ = 1
; ( ẏ = 1

∧ y ≤ 10 8 [y ≥ 10 → x := 0] )
∧ x ≤ 2 8 [x ≥ 2 → skip] )

; ( ẏ = −2 ∧ y ≥ 5 8 [y ≤ 5 → x := 0] )
; ( ẏ = −2 ∧ x ≤ 2 8 [x ≥ 2 → skip] )
)
i.
This specification is translated into a hybrid automaton HAu , which is shown in
Figure 7. This automaton is similar to the automaton from [1]. The automata model
differs in the sense that the automaton obtained by translation contains additional
variables (dx , and dy) and restrictions on them in the invariants of the locations, as
a result of the translation. These additional variables are introduced because in χ, it
is not possible to reach a state in which the delay predicate evaluates to false, while
in hybrid automata, it is possible to reach a state in which the flow condition does
not hold. For example, in the semantics of χsub , the delay predicate ẋ = 0 ∧ ẋ = 1
denotes an inconsistent process, i.e., a process that cannot be reached. To overcome
this semantical difference, the invariant is used to prevent entrance in case there is no
solution for the delay predicate. As invariants cannot contain dotted variables, the
dotted variables ȧ are replaced by variables da. However, these additional variables
and restrictions on them do not affect the behavior w.r.t the original automaton
from [1].
The input language of PHAVer is a straightforward textual representation of
linear hybrid I/O-automata [18]. Using a code generator, the input code for PHAVer
is automatically generated from the linear hybrid I/O-automaton model.
The safety property that the water level y has to be kept between 1 and 12 has
been verified using PHAVer. PHAVer reported that this safety property holds in
all locations. In [32], we have a theorem that states that this safety property then
also holds in the hybrid automaton HAu . Since we proved that any transition of
a χsub specification can be mimicked by a transition in the corresponding hybrid
automaton HAu and vice versa, it can be concluded that this safety property also
holds in the original χsub specification.
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Fig. 7. Generated water level monitor automaton.

5

Concluding remarks

This paper relates the χ formalism to piecewise affine systems and to hybrid automata by means of (formal) translation schemes. The translations from piecewise
affine systems and hybrid automata to χ have shown that both kind of models can
be easily expressed in a straightforward manner, using a subset of χ. This shows
that χ is at least as expressive as the combination of both formalisms. The χ
formalism has several additional concepts that make life easier for the modeler:
•

The sequential composition operator. Hybrid automata (and piecewise affine
systems) do not have a sequential composition operator. To specify a simple
sequential composition (the use of which is wide-spread in programs) in a hybrid
automaton, for each element of the sequential composition a location needs to be
defined, or other add-hoc encodings or transformations (attempting to merge the
sequential statements or using a statement counter) are required.

•

The possibility to freely combine the χ primitives and operators. This is different from hybrid automata (and piecewise affine systems), that have a quite
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restricted syntax. Parallel composition is in general allowed only at the top level
in hybrid automata. This restriction often leads to more complex hybrid automaton specifications than functionally equivalent χ specifications of the same
system. Compare for example Figure 3 with the equivalent χ specification of the
manufacturing system.
•

Differential algebraic equations can be defined as in mathematics. There is no
need to distinguish a flow clause and an invariant as in hybrid automata.

•

Different interaction mechanisms: handshake synchronization and synchronous
communication that allow interaction between processes without sharing variables (which is essential in distributed systems), and shared variables that enable
modular composition of continuous-time or hybrid processes.

•

Process terms for scoping that integrate abstraction, local variables, local channels and local recursion definitions; process definition and instantiation that enable process re-use, encapsulation, hierarchical and/or modular composition of
processes; and three classes of variables: discrete, continuous and algebraic.

The translation of a subset of χ to hybrid automata enables verification of χ
specifications using existing hybrid automata based verification tools. In this paper,
we translate a χ specification to a hybrid automaton and use the verification tool
PHAVer to verify properties.
Future work encompasses extending the subset of χ that can be translated to hybrid automata with the process term ∆d and guarded recursion. For the translation
of process instantiations, the HAu definition should be augmented with scoping for
the declaration of local variables. Currently, the parallel composition of processes
is expanded by the translation. In order to avoid scaling up problems, the parallel composition operator could be kept, resulting in a network of parallel hybrid
automata. This will complicate the translation, because of differences in synchronization behavior of the two languages. Where all hybrid automata that share the
same event are forced to synchronize, in χ, synchronization between process terms
that share communication channels is always on a point to point basis, between
exactly two processes. Furthermore, as future work, translations to other model
checkers such as HyTech, can be defined to verify properties of χ models.
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